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~I T1'?91VS/T Report No: 

Meeting Date: 

Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District 

STAFF REPORT 
TO: Planning Committee 

AC Transit Board of Directors 

FROM: Kathleen Kelly, Interim General Manager 

SUBJECT: Double Decker Bus Pilot Analysis 

ACTION ITEM 

RECOMMENDED ACTION(S): 

15-004a 
July 8, 2015 

Consider receiving a report on the results of the Double Decker Pilot Program, and approve a 
recommendation to purchase double decker buses to replace Motor Coach Industries (MCI) 
buses scheduled to retire in 2017. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 

AC Transit conducted a pilot test of an Alexander Dennis (AD) double decker bus in early 2015. 
The bus was in revenue service for three weeks on Transbay lines and local line 51B. Staff 
assessed the bus using feedback from the public and internal stakeholders, along with a peer 
review. The public feedback was overwhelmingly positive, with nearly 90% of respondents 
wishing to see the bus in the District's fleet. Meanwhile, staff carefully considered the benefits 
and challenges associated with operating the bus if the District decides to procure them. 

The main benefits identified through the assessment were the increased seating capacity, 
accessibility compared to the existing Transbay fleet and positive promotional aspects of the 
bus. The main challenges would be ensuring safe operations with overhanging objects on 
streets and safe operations with passengers moving around inside the bus. The bus comes with 
unique operational differences. Some of these are challenges, which staff would have to 
resolve. Others are only differences, which staff would have to recognize and adjust standard 
procedures to accommodate. Despite the challenges, staff agreed the double decker bus would 
be an asset to the District and recommends procuring some as part of the MCI replacement 
program. 

Authorization for releasing a Request for Proposals, along with a contract award, would come 
back to the Board for approval during the next few months if the Board approves staff's 
recommendation. In addition, the District would need to conduct a public hearing to operate 
the bus due to state requirements for axle weight. 

BUDGETARY /FISCAL IMPACT: 

There is no budgetary/fiscal impact associated with this report. The estimated cost to purchase 
a Double-Decker vehicle from Alexander Dennis is $850,000. 
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BACKGROUND/RATIONALE: 

In February and March of 2015, AC Transit conducted a pilot test on a double decker bus. Bus 
manufacturer, Alexander Dennis (AD), loaned the District a commuter-style, Enviro500 double 
decker bus to test in revenue service. This staff report summarizes the full report provided in 
Attachment 1. 

The pilot objectives were to: 

• Assess the bus performance in revenue service; 
• Solicit feedback from public and internal stakeholders; 

• Identify issues and constraints across departments; and 
• Weigh feasibility for future bus purchase. 

Pilot Operations 

The bus operated in service for three weeks. Staff deliberately scheduled the bus on different 
trips in order to capture as many unique passengers as possible. Line 518 had 82 trips with the 
double decker, while Transbay service had 40 trips with the bus on routes FS, J, L, NX, NX1, NX2 
and U. 

There were two notable differences with the operations of the double decker pilot compared to 
regular operations: 

1. There was no fare collection. 
2. There were ambassadors on board to help guide passengers, hand out passenger 

surveys, and ensure the stairs were clear of passengers when the bus was in motion. 

In sum, the bus ran approximately 2,100 miles and carried over 6,200 passengers during the 
pilot, with roughly half of those passengers on the 51B trips. 

Overall, the pilot ran smoothly thanks to careful coordination and hard-working staff across 
multiple departments. The only notable incidents were two minor collisions, from no fault of 
the operator, and one passenger accident on board the bus involving a passenger fall. None of 
these events removed the bus from service. 

Passenger Feedback 

Staff developed a passenger survey that ambassadors distributed on the bus while in service. 
The ambassadors collected over 2,500 completed surveys for an overwhelmingly high response 
rate of over 40%. As a result, the responses should accurately represent passengers' opinions. 

Attachment 1 includes the full passenger survey report. The key findings from the report show 
that the overall ratings of the bus were very positive. Notably, 87% of respondents would like to 
see AC Transit use double decker buses in the fleet. Excluding respondents who were "unsure" 
or had "no opinion", this figure jumps to 97%. Questions about specific bus features posed a 
range of responses from poor to excellent. For the lower deck, all features averaged a "very 
good" rating. The features that scored best with passengers included the "ease of entering the 
bus", "placement of hand rails and poles" and "ride quality". For the upper deck, nearly all 
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features averaged a "very good" rating, with the "view of the outside" rated near excellent. 
Respondents rated the "head room" and "stair width" on the upper deck the lowest rating 
overall but still averaged "good". 

More than 1,000 respondents also provided feedback in the form of open-ended comments. 
The majority of responses were brief and positive. The negative comments focused on the 
schedule and slow operations of the bus, along with the need for more bike racks. Collectively, 
these amounted to less than 10% of overall comments. Other comments included questions 
about safety and potential vandalism on the upper deck. 

Internal Feedback 

Operators- Staff conducted a focus group with four of the six operators who drove the double 
decker in service. Overall, they had a positive experience driving the bus and thought it could 
work well at the District. However, they stressed it would only work on Transbay routes and 
only those that restricted local passengers, as opposed to local service like the Line 51B. 
Operators provided the following comments: 

Strengths: 

• Better drivability than the MCis and articulated buses. 
• Very good operation in high wind, as experienced in a high wind advisory on the Bay 

Bridge 
• Higher passenger capacity for already constrained Transbay routes. 
• Good promotional opportunities for the District and the cities. 

Challenges: 

• Different stop maneuvers required due to the tail swing and additional height. 
• Additional safety check of the stairwell on the overhead monitor required when pulling 

out, which may add to dwell time. 
• Ongoing maintenance of tree trimming along the routes. 
• Local service runs slow- the line 51B trips ran off schedule by up to an hour. 
• Difficulty in maintaining a comfortable temperature between the upper and lower deck. 

Maintenance - As the AD representative took care of the bus maintenance, not many District 
mechanics examined the bus in detail. However, maintenance staff provided the following 
comments: 

Strengths: 

• Better fuel economy than the MCI and articulated bus (4.3 miles per gallon). 
• All Divisions can accommodate the bus at the fuel island and at least one maintenance 

bay. 

Challenges: 

• Height constraint on the top deck would make interior cleaning more difficult. 
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• Bus wash capital improvement project required in order to wash the bus on District 
property. 

• The rear drive axle weight exceeds the weight provided in Section 35554 of the 
California Vehicle Code. Such vehicles cannot be purchased unless certain provisions are 
met. This includes holding a public hearing where the Board approves a fleet class 
change, deemed necessary to serve a new or existing market as identified in the short
range transit plan. 

Attachment 1 (page 11) provides a table comparing the technical specifications of the existing 
bus fleet with the double decker. 

Training- Staff thought the bus posed very few training challenges as compared to a standard
height bus. Accelerating, braking, and cornering would require the same training as currently 
provided with non-double decker buses. The differences in bus height and monitoring of the 
stairwell require specific attention and more time than usual; however, this is not a 
challenge. Overall, a normal 1- 1 Y, hour qualification process could increase to 2 Y, hours per 
employee. This includes extended behind-the-wheel time for the aforementioned as well as 
the need to instill confidence due to the bus' height. 

Accessibility Advisory Committee {AAC) - As with other internal and external reviewers, the 
feedback was mainly positive with the following strengths: 

• Easy to board in a wheelchair. 
• Roomy securement areas. 
• Offset positions of the securement areas allow for easier maneuvering when both 

occupied. 
• Thinner profile flip-up seats provided more room for the wheelchair. 
• Additional handholds made the bus easy to navigate through. 
• Profoundly more accessible than the MCI buses. 

The only challenge they saw was that the ramp angle might be too steep for alighting, though 
the configuration could change depending on the ramp model specified for purchase. 

Planning -Staff considered the following: 

Strengths: 

• Increased capacity accommodates existing demand and future growth on Transbay 
service, reducing the need for additional trips. 

• Improved accessibility over an MCI. 
• High promotional value, especially to coincide with the opening of the new Transbay 

Transit Center. 

Challenges: 

• Bike storage capacity- The bus will replace an MCI bus which currently accommodates 
six bikes. 
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• Scheduling adjustments required to limit supplementary service interlines, and other 
lines unable to accommodate a double decker bus height. 

• Transbay route modifications required to limit the number of stops and reduce dwell 
time. 

• Ongoing monitoring and regular coordination required with city public works 
departments for tree trimming. 

Legal- Legal staff was most concerned about the risk of a potential increase in trips and falls 
due to ascending and descending the staircase. 

Peer Review of High Capacity Buses 

Attachment 2 details staff's findings from agencies operating higher capacity commute buses in 
the Pacific North-West and Nevada. Staff were interested in the GO-foot commuter-style 
articulated bus used at Sound Transit; the double deckers used for commuter service at 
Community Transit; and double deckers used for local service at BC Transit in Victoria, British 
Columbia and at Regional Transportation Commission (RTS) in Las Vegas. 

Legal staff was most interested in learning about any litigation trends with these buses. Out of 
the four agencies, Community Transit in Washington has the most analogous legal situation 
with the District. When asked about potential increased litigation, they stated there had been 
no major claims but minor falls. They stressed the need for good training to ensure the 
operator does not move off with passengers in the stairwell. 

Another major concern was dwell time. In 2008, Community Transit commissioned a report 
that compared their 40-foot and GO-foot buses with the double decker bus. The routes tested 
were almost entirely commuter routes with peak direction flows instead of local service with 
multiple stops. The report concludes that while there is slightly more dwell time on the double 
deckers, this is primarily because they carry more passengers; they found no significant 
difference in dwell time per passenger. Furthermore, their study shows that stops with high 
numbers of boardings and alightings become more efficient. Compared to a regular 40-foot 
bus, a double decker bus could serve G9% more passengers with only a 12% increase in dwell 
time. This compelling research will help planning staff consider route and service options for 
the double decker bus. 

The San Francisco Metropolitan Transportation Agency (SFMTA) also conducted a pilot double 
decker test in 2008. Their staff was very helpful in guiding the setup up of the District pilot. 
While the bus design has evolved since then, SFMTA's experience led to not purchasing the bus, 
mainly due to concerns over low overhead clearances in the city, perceived vandalism/safety 
concerns and a perceived increase in passenger accidents. However, their operations are very 
different to that of AC Transit. The focus of the AC Transit test was the Transbay commuter 
service, which SFMTA does not operate. The SFMTA pilot saw increased dwell times between 
25%-33% greater than articulated buses; however, they noted oftentimes extra delay was due 
to passenger confusion and unfamiliarity with the bus. 
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Conclusion 

All staff who worked on the pilot agreed the bus comes with strengths and challenges, and 
these are summarized below. 

Strengths 

• Higher capacity - The primary purpose for considering these buses is that they more 
than double the seating capacity of a single 40-foot bus. This is critically important, as 
the alternative is to increase the number of trips, which doubles the cost of the service. 
BC Transit mentioned that before they deployed the double deckers, they had to double 
the number of buses to meet the demand. 

• Good accessibility- Compared to an MCI, the bus has very good accessibility with a low
floor chassis, two doors, and a front door wheelchair ramp. 

• Low maintenance costs - While the bus may be a larger initial capital investment, the 
fuel economy is better than both the MCis the articulated buses. Furthermore, the peer 
review detailed that maintenance costs are lower on the double deckers than on the 
articulated buses. 

• Positive perception - Not only did the passenger survey conclude an overwhelmingly 
positive perception, but during the test, staff witnessed many bystanders taking photos 
of the bus from the sidewalk. 

Challenges 

• Scheduling adjustments - The Transbay service is an ideal candidate for these buses. 
However, typically many Transbay trips are interlined with the supplementary school 
service. Given staff's reluctance to put these buses on supplementary service, this poses 
an additional challenge. Removing the interline may create scheduling inefficiencies for 
some Transbay and supplementary service. However, the double decker buses could be 
used on runs where these interlines don't exist. 

• Safety on and off the bus - Staff anticipates a rigorous training effort and coordination 
with cities for tree trimming to ensure operators can operate the bus safely. Staff has 
some concerns about increased levels of litigation with the stairway enabling extra trips 
and falls. However, the peer review showed that while these agencies experienced trips 
and falls on the bus, they were not disproportionately higher for double deckers. 

• Low ceiling height - The low height of the top deck and the back of the lower deck was 
problematic for some passengers and service employees. 

• Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning {HVAC) system - Passengers and staff noted 
there were issues with the HVAC system on the pilot bus. Some of the feedback from 
the peer agencies showed this was also an issue with the older models they had in their 
fleet, particularly with the two-level cabin. This would be something to address with AD 
in the bus specifications, which may be resolvable. 

• Parts supply chain - The peer review uncovered potential issues; however, these 
agencies were among the first that purchased the buses in the United States in the early 
2000s. AD continues to grow their business with other agencies across the country, 
including 100 vehicles with the Regional Transportation Commission (RTC) in las Vegas. 
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With this increased business presence, staff anticipates the supply chain issues will 
become less of a problem. 

• Public hearing required for fleet class change - In order to comply with Section 35554 
of the California Vehicle Code, the Board would need to hold a public hearing and 
approve a change in fleet class based on the proven need for this new fleet type. This 
should be no more than a procedural issue, but needs to happen before the District 
could pursue purchasing double deckers, under current California law. 

Given the strengths and challenges noted above, staff agrees that the strengths outweigh the 
challenges, some of which may not require too much effort to overcome. Overall, staff 
considers that this bus will be an asset to the AC Transit fleet and requests approval from the 
Board to purchase double deckers as part of the MCI replacement program. While the number 
of double deckers is yet to be determined, staff acknowledges it will not be practical to replace 
all the MCis with double decker buses and will consider other high capacity vehicles. 

Next Steps and Procurement 

The remaining high capacity Motor Coach Industries (MCI) buses are due for retirement in 
2017. Earlier this summer, staff submitted a fleet replacement funding request to the 
Metropolitan Transportation Committee (MTC) for FY 2016 and FY 2017. This request included 
funds for double decker buses. If approved, funding for these buses could come in February 
2016 at the earliest. Currently, staff is gathering the details required for a Request for Proposal 
(RFP) for the high-capacity bus replacements and plan to release an RFP by the end of 2015. 

In addition, there are other local agencies also interested in procuring double decker buses. 
Staff has already had discussions with Western Contra Costa Transit Agency (WestCat), which 
conducted a similar pilot with the AD bus directly after the AC Transit pilot. Over the next few 
months, staff will reach out to other transit partners who may be interested in developing a 
joint RFP consortium. 

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES: 

The report conclusion details the strengths and challenges of the double decker bus if the 
District procures them. Table 1 below ranks different passenger and operational features of the 
double decker against other high capacity buses available. The table shows that the double 
decker ranks highest compared to the MCis and 60 foot articulated coaches. The main 
advantage of the double deckers is the increased seating capacity, while the main disadvantage 
is the additional height of the bus and associated constraints. 
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Table 1 -Ranked features of the high capacity buses 

Seating Standing 
Height 

Capacity Capacity 
Footprint 

Capacity ""' Capadty ""' Feet ""' Inches ""' 
60' Commuter-Style Articulated Bus 52 2.5 50 1 60 3 126 1 

Motor Coach Industries (MCI) 57 2.5 10 3 45 2 136 2 

Double Decker Bus 80 1 25 2 42 1 162 3 

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS: 

Fuel 
Economy 

mpg "'"' 
3.2 3 

3.9 2 

4.3 1 

Passenger Wheelchair Chassis 
Comfort Accessibility Floor Rank Total 

Notes ""' 
Wheelchair 

"'"' Type ""' accessibility 

articulated 
joint makes front door 

1.5 low 15 3 2.1 
fora more ramp 
bumpy ride 

smooth high 
1 external lift 

floor ride 
3 High 3 2.3 

smooth ride 

and great 
views but 

2 
front door 

1.5 low 15 
height 

1.6 
ramp 

constraints on 

upper deck 

Another vehicle under consideration for MCI replacements is the 60-foot articulated bus with 
commuter-style seating and facilities. Sound Transit currently operates these buses for their 
freeway commute routes into Seattle- see Attachment 2 for details. These buses can seat the 
same number of passengers as an MCI (57 as opposed to 80 on a double decker). The benefits 
over an MCI include at least two doors and a low-floor, which allows for quicker boarding and 
alighting. However, these buses are costlier to maintain than a double decker and MCI. In 
addition, if used for regular Transbay service, staff would have to adjust and reduce the number 
of bays in the new Transbay Terminal to accommodate the longer buses. Staff will consider 
these buses to supplement the MCI replacement fleet alongside double decker buses. 

The other alternative to the double decker would be the regular 40 foot coach with commuter 
style seating and facilities. These buses provide the same comforts and constraints as today, 
but would not alleviate the higher passenger demand without adding additional trips. 

PRIOR RELEVANT BOARD ACTIONS/POLICIES: 

15-004 Double Deck Bus Analysis and Demonstration 

ATTACHMENTS: 

1. Double Decker Pilot Report 
2. High Capacity Bus Peer Review 

Executive Staff Approval: 

Reviewed by: 

Prepared by: 

Aida R. Asuncion, Acting Chief Planning, Engineering and 
Construction Officer 
Robert del Rosario, Director of Service Development 
Denise Standridge, General Counsel 
James Pachan, Chief Operating Officer/Interim Chief Financial 
Officer 
Linda Morris, Senior Transportation Planner 
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Introduction and Background 

In February and March of 2015, AC Transit conducted a pilot test on a double decker bus. Bus 
manufacturer, Alexander Dennis (AD), loaned the District a commuter-style, Enviro500 double 
decker bus to test in revenue service. 

The impetus for the test came from unprecedented ridership growth, and the need to replace 
existing high-capacity buses due to retire in 2017. Transbay ridership grew over 10 percent 
between 2013 and 2014, and capacity issues exist on a daily basis. The current Transbay fleet 
comprises older Motor Coach Industries (MCI) buses with 57 seats and the newer, commuter 
style, 40-foot Gilligs with 36 seats, which replaced older model MCI buses. Though the MCIs 
have a higher seating capacity, they have their limitations; notably, poor wheelchair 
accessibility and the single door high-floor chassis create operational issues. Because of these 
limitations, the District needs to find a different high capacity bus model to help alleviate the 
existing capacity issues and meet the growing demand. 

To this end, the District tested a double decker bus on local and Transbay service to see if it is a 
viable bus for future purchases.  Staff considered a double decker bus because it more than 
doubles the capacity of the existing Gillig Transbay bus. The bus provides 80 seats and 
(including standees) can carry over 100 passengers. 

Currently, Alexander Dennis (AD) is the only Buy America compliant manufacturer of double 
decker buses. They are growing their United States operations and already have long-standing 
customers with Las Vegas and Seattle transit agencies. Their latest model of the double decker 
is the shortest height AD has built and measures 13 feet 6 inches high.  Appendix A provides the 
full bus specifications. 

AD loaned AC Transit the bus for six weeks from February 9 to March 16, 2015. The objectives 

of the pilot were to: 

 Asses the bus performance in revenue service 

 Solicit feedback from public and internal stakeholders  

 Identify issues and constraints across departments  

 Weigh feasibility for future bus purchase  
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Preparation and Pilot Operation  

The in-service demonstration involved careful coordination across many departments including 
Planning, Operations, Maintenance, Supervision, Marketing, Legal and Training. To ensure an 
effective pilot, a project manager from the Planning department organized the efforts over the 
preceding four months. A core stakeholder team met every two weeks to ensure preparations 
kept on track. The bus was in service for three of the six weeks, allowing for two weeks for 
equipment install and training period, with a one week uninstall period.  

Planning/Scheduling  

The first step was to assess viable routes. Routes chosen were those with known capacity 
problems and no known physical constraints (such as large trees and low bridges). In addition, 
staff wanted to ensure geographic equity across the District and ensure each Bus Division 
experienced the bus in service. Staff tested these routes using an MCI mounted with an 
antenna to represent the height of the double decker plus six inches, totaling 14 feet. Staff 
followed the MCI in separate vehicle and noted any conflict points. The test was critical to 
determine those routes that would not work, and record minor obstacles that could be 
resolved.  

After the viability tests, staff chose lines FS, J, L, NX, NX1, NX2, U and 51B for the in-service 
pilot. Locations in Albany, Berkeley, El Cerrito and Oakland all required tree trimming and staff 
coordinated with the cities to trim the trees in time for the in-service test. Staff wanted to 
capture as many different passengers as possible so they scheduled the bus on different 
morning and afternoon blocks for the 51B, and different Transbay trips. Line 51B had 82 trips 
with the double decker, while Transbay service had 40 trips with the bus on routes FS, J, L, NX, 
NX1, NX2 and U.  Appendix B shows the full double decker pilot schedule. 

Training Operators 

The District worked with Amalgamated Transit Union Local 192 (ATU) to coordinate the double 
decker operations for the pilot. ATU chose six of their veteran operators for the pilot, two at 
each Division to provide redundancy. All drivers received two days of training; one to train on 
the different mechanics on the bus and one for route training with the bus. Alexander Dennis 
provided the bus operations training while District trainers observed and continued the route 
level training.  
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Ambassadors 

Staff identified the need for ambassadors on the bus and hired a cadre of external staff to ride 
the bus and work with the operator on every trip. Their role was four-fold: 

1. Administer the passenger survey 
2. Answer any questions about the pilot and allow the operator to concentrate on driving 
3. Ensure passengers were not standing on the upper deck or in the stairwell while the bus 

was in motion.  
4. Provide a presence to dissuade vandalism 

Maintenance 

Once the bus was on District property, maintenance staff outfitted the bus with the standard 
communications equipment and headsign codes for the pilot. Urban Transportation Associates 
(UTA) also installed Automatic Passenger Counters (APC) on the bus for the duration of the pilot 
period. Alexander Dennis provided on-site maintenance support the first week of the test and 
were available by phone for any issues that emerged later in the pilot period. 

External Affairs/Media/Marketing 

There was also a large promotional aspect to the pilot. Marketing staff arranged for a 
promotional decal displayed on the bus to encourage riders to get on board and provide their 
feedback. A press release generated some positive stories on local television networks and in 
the press. External affairs and marketing staff organized a couple of ride-along events with local 
officials to showcase the bus and solicit feedback. The public had chances to view the stationary 
bus outside AC Transit’s General Office before the February Board meeting, and at the 
Temporary Transbay Terminal in San Francisco in the midday between commute trips.   Staff 
also created a page on the website to provide information on the pilot and posted FAQs as they 
arose.   

Overall, the three weeks in service went smoothly thanks to careful coordination and hard-
working staff across multiple departments. The only notable incidents were a couple of minor 
collisions, from no fault of the double decker operator, and one passenger accident on board 
the bus involving a passenger fall. None of these incidents removed the bus from service.  
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Data Collection and Analysis 

Dwell Time 

Staff wanted to test dwell time on the bus, as many considered this one of the operational 
challenges with a double decker. However, staff reasoned the pilot would not represent the 
true dwell time if put in service. There are multiple reasons for this.  

Firstly, the bus was new for passengers and operators alike. With six operators, the duties were 
split unevenly due to the pilot schedule focusing on routes out of the Emeryville Division. Some 
operators only drove the bus for one day and most were understandably overcautious in their 
operations. This delay will lessen with more experience and familiarity with the double decker.  
Equally, passengers tended to take more time boarding the unfamiliar bus. Some took a few 
extra seconds to look around and realize they could climb the stairs to the upper deck before 
getting situated. 

Secondly, the ambassadors were there to welcome passengers and hand out surveys. In most 
instances, this added to the boarding time as passengers stopped to take a survey and speak to 
the ambassador. Sometimes the ambassadors themselves were blocking the free movement 
around the boarding and alighting. 

Another issue that added to the dwell time for the pilot was the back door operation. 
Unfortunately, the demonstration bus had a problem in the software, which required the 
operator to put the bus in neutral and apply the service brake to open the back door. This 
added more time at each stop during the pilot, but would be resolved if the District purchases 
the bus model in the future. 

Despite the setback with the dwell time data, staff was able to solicit useful feedback from peer 
agencies already operating double decker buses. In 2008, Community Transit commissioned a 
report that compared their 40-foot and 60-foot buses with the double decker bus. The routes 
tested were almost entirely commuter routes with peak direction flows instead of local service 
with multiple stops. The report concludes that while there is slightly more dwell time on the 
double deckers, this is primarily because they carry more passengers; they found no significant 
difference in dwell time per passenger. Furthermore, their study shows that stops with high 
numbers of boardings and alightings become more efficient. Compared to a regular 40-foot 
bus, a double decker bus could serve 69% more passengers with only a 12% increase in dwell 
time. This compelling research will help planning staff consider route and service options for 
the double decker bus if purchased.  

The San Francisco Metropolitan Transportation Agency (SFMTA) also conducted a pilot double 
decker test in 2008, and their staff was very helpful in guiding the setup up of the District pilot.  
While the bus design has evolved since then, SFMTA’s experience led to not purchasing the bus, 
mainly due to concerns over low overhead clearances in the city, perceived vandalism/safety, 
dwell time and perceived increase in passenger accidents. The SFMTA pilot saw increased dwell 
times between 25%-33% greater than articulated buses; however, they noted oftentimes extra 
delay was due to passenger confusion and unfamiliarity with the bus. A major difference is that 
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their pilot focused on local trunk routes, whereas the AC Transit test focused on Transbay 
commuter service. Due to the dwell time differences in this type of local versus Transbay 
service, staff does not recommend the bus for local service with multiple boarding and alighting 
stops on a long route. 

Passenger Numbers 

Staff relied on the UTA-installed APC unit for passenger numbers.  While the equipment did not 
capture every single trip, staff estimate 6,500 passengers rode the double decker bus during 
the pilot period. About half of these passengers rode on Line 51B as it was in service for more 
total hours compared to single Transbay commute trips. 

UTA also installed an APC unit on the stairs of the upper deck, in order to count the number of 
passengers climbing the stairs to the top deck. However, few trips were captured and the data 
proved unnecessary. Unless a rider could not climb the stairs to the second floor, the upper 
deck filled up first.  The majority of passengers used the upper deck on all trips, which is 
unsurprising as the upper deck contains the majority of the seats. 

Passenger Feedback 

Staff developed a passenger survey that ambassadors distributed on each trip. As staff 
deliberately scheduled the bus on different trips, each trip had new passengers riding the bus 
for the first time. This made for a large number of unique passengers to solicit feedback instead 
of repeat passengers. As a result, the ambassadors collected over 2,500 completed surveys. 
This is an overwhelming response rate of over 40% and so the surveys should provide a good 
representation of passenger’s views. 

Appendix C is a copy of the survey and Appendix D provides the full passenger survey report. 
The key findings from the report show that the overall ratings of the bus were very positive. 
Notably, 87% of respondents would like to see AC Transit use double decker buses in the fleet. 
Excluding respondents who were “unsure” or had “no opinion”, this figure jumps to 97%. 
Questions about specific bus features posed a range of responses from poor to excellent. For 
the lower deck, all features averaged a “very good” rating. The features that scored best with 
passengers included the “ease of entering the bus”, “placement of hand rails and poles” and 
“ride quality”. For the upper deck, all features apart from two averaged a “very good” rating, 
with the “view of the outside” rated near excellent. Respondents rated the “head room” and 
“stair width” on the upper deck the lowest rating, but they still averaged “good”.  

The survey also asked passengers their height to see if taller passengers tended to dislike the 
bus more due to the constrained 5 foot 7 inch head room on the upper deck. While the taller 
respondents statistically liked the bus less than the shorter passengers, they all still like the bus 
overall and rated the head room on average “good”. Those under 5 foot 7 inches rated the 
head room “very good” on average. 

People also filled out surveys at the showcase events when the bus was stationary. The surveys 
showed that those who actually rode the bus tended to rate the bus more positively than those 
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who toured it stationary. Interestingly, major differences were with the questions regarding 
“ease of climbing the stairs”, “stair width” and the “head room” on the upper deck. This may be 
due to having more time to review these features while stationary. When in service, the 
passenger would likely promptly take their seat.  

Those who were regular riders also rated the bus more favorably than those who rode less 
frequently. Specifically, “head room” was rated nearly “very good” on average, versus the 
“good” rating for the less frequent riders. It is likely that regular riders are more accepting of 
the tradeoffs of an improved bus than occasional riders. 

More than 1,000 respondents also provided feedback in the form of open-ended comments. 
The majority of responses were brief and positive.  The negative comments focused on the 
schedule and slow operations of the bus, along with the need for more bike racks. Collectively, 
these amounted to less than 10% of all comments. Other comments included questions about 
the safety and potential vandalism on the upper deck.  

Aside form the passenger survey, people also connected with the project through social media. 
Passengers posted questions on the AC Transit Facebook page and people used the hashtag 
#ACTdoubledecker to post on Twitter. Some passengers posted photos and videos of their trip 
on the bus, while others posted mainly positive comments.   

Internal Feedback  

Operators  

Staff conducted a focus group with four of the six operators who drove the double decker in 
service. Overall, they had a positive experience driving the bus and thought it could work well 
at the District. However, they stressed it would only work on Transbay routes and only those 
that restricted local passengers, as opposed to local service like the Line 51B.  

They thought the bus handled well with much better brakes, acceleration, turning radius and 
overall drivability than the MCIs and articulated buses. One operator commented that he drove 
on the bridge during a high wind advisory and did not notice any effect on the bus. They all 
agreed it does not feel top heavy and operates better on the bridge in the wind than an MCI. 
However, they understood they might have to maneuver the bus slightly differently than other 
buses. For example, the operators could not apply the “18 inches from the curb” rule uniformly 
at every stop due to the tail swing, height and tilt of the bus. Some operators discussed their 
hesitation with overhanging trees and additional caution when changing lanes. They 
acknowledged that with conditioning and familiarity with the bus (and the route), the operators 
would be more confident in serving each stop easily.  

In terms of safety, they acknowledged it is the driver’s responsibility to move safely away from 
a stop; however, the operator cannot control if passengers get up and move around while the 
bus is in motion. The overhead monitors were not a distraction for them and they were 
comfortable checking them before pulling out of a stop. One operator commented, “It’s just 
like using the rear view mirror.” They also suggested putting the monitor controls on the dash 
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to make it easier to access. There was concern about the monitor setup up with the number of 
screens and resolution, but AD can easily configure the setup to address the operator’s 
concerns. The process of monitoring passengers and the stairwell created a further concern 
about keeping to a schedule with the additional time it might take. 

Temperature control was a concern for some of the operators. A couple of them had trouble 
maintaining comfortable temperatures on both the upper and lower decks. This is something to 
discuss further with AD during the specifications if the District proceeds to procure the buses. 

The operators focused the discussion on the challenges of conditioning passengers and 
operators to the different bus. Upon understanding the bus would operate without 
ambassadors, they discussed the inevitable transition period as passengers get used to the bus 
in regular service. One operator suggested a short period of using ambassadors to help the 
transition for both passengers and operators.  

When asked about boarding wheelchair passengers, they commented that it was the same as a 
regular bus. The only concerns they had were that the button to deploy the ramp was slightly 
stiffer than existing buses, and the floor cover for the securement not as easy to use. They 
understood AD could reconfigure these features.  The operators particularly liked the cabin as it 
features more storage inside the door, and put the plastic screen on the door. 

Overall, they recognized it would help attract new riders while promoting the District, and it 
makes the City look good. When driving the bus, they noticed bystanders were waving and 
taking photos of the bus as it went by. One driver commented, “It’s a class act!” 

Accessibility Advisory Committee (AAC) 

At the regularly scheduled March 2015 AAC meeting, staff solicited their member’s feedback on 
the bus. At the time of the meeting, one member had ridden the double decker bus in service, 
and one had toured the bus while it was stationary at the General Office. Again, the feedback 
was mainly positive; they found the bus easy to board in a wheelchair and found the 
securement areas to be roomy. They also liked the offset positions of the two securement 
areas, which would allow for easier maneuvering when both occupied, compared to the parallel 
setting in the District’s existing fleet. The securement area also has thinner profile flip-up seats, 
which provided more room for the wheelchair, while additional handholds made the bus easy 
to move round. All agreed the bus was profoundly more accessible than the MCI buses. The one 
area of concern was the ramp angle for alighting the bus. The two members were concerned 
the angle of the ramp may be too acute to alight safely every time. This could be resolved by 
specifying a different ramp model upon procurement. 

Training  

The bus poses very few training challenges as compared to a standard-height bus.  Accelerating, 
braking, and cornering would require the same training as currently provided with non-double 
decker buses.   This conclusion also applies to the driver’s cab, interior features to include 
securements.  The differences in bus height and monitoring of the stairwell require specific 
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attention and more time than usual; however, this is not a challenge.  These features would 
require behind-the-wheel practice.  Overall, a normal 1 – 1 ½ hour qualification process could 
increase to 2 ½ hours per employee.  This includes extended wheel time for the 
aforementioned as well as the need to instill confidence due to the bus’ height.  Staff learned 
during the training that even with the veteran operators, wheel time increased confidence that 
the bus would not “hit” most things imagined.    

Legal 

Legal staff had concerns regarding the potential increase in the number of trips and falls, and 
subsequent litigation, which might occur from the double decker operation. There was one 
incident on the stairwell during the pilot, which raised concerns should the District purchase 
these buses.   

Maintenance  

In total, the bus ran approximately 2,100 miles as recorded on the odometer. The District’s 
Fleetwatch system showed the double decker bus averaged 4.3 miles per gallon (mpg) for the 
three week period. This compares favorably to MCIs and articulated buses, which have worse 
fuel efficiency.  Notably, the turning radius on the bus is tighter than the rest of the fleet. This 
could be particularly useful at constrained intersections and bus stops. Table 1 shows this and 
the other technical comparisons for the double decker bus against the existing AC Transit fleet. 

The rear drive axle weight exceeds the weight provided in Section 35554 of the California 
Vehicle Code. In order to legally purchase the vehicle, the District would need to hold a public 
hearing where the Board approves a fleet class change, deemed necessary to serve a new or 
existing market as identified in the Short Range Transit Plan. This should be no more than an 
administrative procedure to ensure compliance with the current law. 

As the AD representative took care of the bus maintenance, not many District mechanics 
looked at the bus in detail. However, staff conducted a short anonymous survey with staff at 
the Emeryville and Oakland Divisions. Appendix E shows the summarized results of the survey. 
In total, 35 employees responded and they comprised a mix of service employees and 
mechanics.  Less than a third of respondents had ridden a double decker bus before, and less 
than a third of respondents wanted to see the District use the bus. The maintenance-related 
concerns centered around the height constraint on the top deck, which would make cleaning 
more difficult.  
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Make AD Double Decker Gillig New Flyer  MCI 

Style Commuter Commuter Local  Commuter 

Length 42' 40' 60.' 45' 

Chassis Low Floor Low Floor Low Floor High Floor 

Engine Cummins ISL9 8.9L six cylinder 

turbocharged 

2013 Cummins ISL 

electronic controlled 

engine rated at 280 HP 

Cummins ISL electronic 

controlled engine rated at 

330 HP 

Series 60 Detroit Diesel DDEC 

IV engine rated at 430 HP 

Transmission Allison B500R with retarder Allision B400 6-speed 

transmission with retarder 

Allision B400 6-speed 

transmission with retarder 

Allision B500  

Front Axle ZF RL75A deep drop beam Arvin-Meritor FH946  with 

16.5" x 6" drum brakes 

M.A.N VOK-07 with disc 

brakes 

Arvin-Meritor FH946  with 

16.5" x 6" drum brakes  

Rear Axle ZF RL75A deep drop beam Arvin-Meritor 71163 with 

14.5" x 10" drum brakes 

M.A.N. 4.56:1 HY-1350-F 

with disc brakes 

Arvin-Meritor FH946  with 

16.5" x 6" drum brakes  

GVWR 56,656 lbs 39,600 lbs 69,883 lbs 45,000 lbs 

Width 99" 102" 102" 102" 

Height 162" 112” 126”  136"  

Brakes Disc brakes with separate wheel 

system 

All wheel drum brakes All wheel disc breaks All wheel drum brakes  

Wheel Base Front to rear 21' 1" Front to rear 23' 2.5" Front to rear 43.5', front to 

center 19.1', center to rear 

24.4' 

Front to rear 17.7' 

Turning Radius 43’ 5” 44' 7" 44' 45' 

Seating 80 36 52 57 
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Seat Amenities Reading lights, air vents Luggage lofts, reading 

lights, air vents 

N/A Luggage lofts, reading lights, air 

vents  

Wheelchair Ramp/Lift Ricon 621SA 6:1 Lift-U 4:1 ramp New Flyer 7:1 ramp Ricon lift 

Wheelchair Securement 2 positions, Q-straint 2 positions, Q-straint L-

pocket 

2 positions, Q-straint L-

pocket 

2 positions 

Wheel Type steel with aluminum options polished aluminum polished aluminum polished aluminum 

Fuel efficiency 4.3 mpg 6.0 mpg 3.2 mpg 3.9 mpg  

Cost per mile N/A $0.29  $0.52  $1.08  

Table 1 – Technical Specification Comparisons of the Double Decker Bus with the existing AC Transit fleet  
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Planning  

Planners were most concerned with the dwell time issue. As mentioned above, the pilot did not 
provide good data on dwell time, so staff investigated this aspect through the peer review. 
Community Transit commissioned a report on dwell time at the start of their double decker 
deployment in 2008. Their study compares their 40-foot and 60-foot buses with the double 
decker buses. The report concludes that while there is slightly more dwell time on the double 
deckers, this is primarily because they carry more passengers; they found no significant 
difference in dwell time per passenger. In addition, Community Transit currently operates 
routes that use both double deckers and articulated buses and there is no additional time in the 
schedules to accommodate for additional dwell time.   

Limited bike capacity is a concern, as the bus will replace an MCI bus, which currently has space 
for six bikes. Staff will continue to investigate other options to increase bike capacity, such as 
installing 3-position racks. 

Another major concern was dwell time.  In 2008, Community Transit commissioned a report 
that compared their 40-foot and 60-foot buses with the double decker bus. The routes tested 
were almost entirely commuter routes with peak direction flows instead of local service with 
multiple stops. The report concludes that while there is slightly more dwell time on the double 
deckers, this is primarily because they carry more passengers; they found no significant 
difference in dwell time per passenger. Furthermore, their study shows that stops with high 
numbers of boardings and alightings become more efficient. Compared to a regular 40-foot 
bus, a double decker bus could serve 69% more passengers with only a 12% increase in dwell 
time. This compelling research will help planning staff consider route and service options for 
the double decker bus.   

The peer review showed that the agencies operating successful commute service do so with a 
slightly different service model than the one currently in existence at AC Transit. Limited stops 
and park and ride/transit node service is a common feature of the commute routes at 
Community Transit and BC Transit. The District may consider changing the type of service for 
Transbay if these buses are purchased. One constraint with the existing service model is that 
many Transbay trips interline with supplementary school service. Staff does not recommend 
using the bus on supplementary service due to greater risks of security and safety. However, 
restricting the double deckers to Transbay-only runs may introduce scheduling inefficiencies. 
Furthermore, there may be additional constraints with Transbay to Transbay interlines, where 
one line may not be able to accommodate the double decker bus.  

Planners considered a double decker bus when reviewing the designs for new Transbay 
Terminal Center. The new terminal will have no issues with the increased height of this bus. 
Similarly, the Temporary Transbay Terminal can accommodate the double deckers in all bays. 
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Conclusion 

All staff who worked on the pilot agreed the bus comes with unique strengths and challenges, 
as detailed below. 

Strengths 

Higher capacity - The primary purpose for considering these buses is that they more than 
double the seating capacity of a single 40-foot bus and provide over a third more seats than the 
MCIs and 60-foot buses. This is critically important, as the alternative for more capacity is to 
increase the number of trips, which doubles the cost of the service.  

Good accessibility - Compared to an MCI, the bus has very good accessibility with a low-floor 
chassis, two doors and a front-door wheelchair ramp. Overall the AAC liked the bus and thought 
it preferable to the existing MCIs. The passenger survey also rated the accessibility in a 
wheelchair as very good. The dwell time for boarding and unloading a wheelchair passenger is 
dramatically reduced compared to that on an MCI. 

Low maintenance costs - While the bus may be a larger initial capital investment, the fuel 
economy is better than both the MCI and the articulated buses. Furthermore, the peer review 
detailed the maintenance costs are lower than the articulated buses. 

Positive perception - Not only did the passenger survey conclude an overwhelmingly positive 
perception, but during the test, many interested bystanders took photos from the sidewalk. 
While the “honeymoon” period will undoubtedly fade, there is still a strong promotional aspect 
to the bus. The timing of the vehicle procurement could also work favorably for the District as 
the new Transbay Terminal Center is scheduled to open at the end of 2017. There’s the 
potential for marketing synergy with a new double decker bus, at the same time as service 
transitions into a world class new transit facility. 

Challenges 

Scheduling adjustments - The Transbay service is an ideal candidate for these buses. Yet, 
typically many Transbay trips are interlined with the supplementary school service. Given staff’s 
reluctance to put these buses on supplementary service, this poses an additional restriction. 
Removing the interline may create scheduling inefficiencies between some Transbay and school 
service. However, the double decker could be used on runs where these interlines do not exist, 
and staff would investigate ideas to ease the scheduling restrictions, such as closing off access 
to the top deck.  

Dwell Time - While the peer review produced little concern with dwell time, staff is still wary 
that the effect (positive or negative) relies on a combination of factors; including service design, 
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bus load, passenger familiarity with the bus and operator training.  This will be something to 
consider when designing the service in order to minimize the dwell time.  

Safety on and off the bus - Staff anticipates a rigorous training effort and coordination with 
cities for tree trimming and other obstacles to ensure operators are can operate the bus safely. 
Staff has some concerns about increased levels of litigation with the stairway enabling extra 
trips and falls. However, the peer review showed that while these agencies experienced trips 
and falls on the bus, they were not disproportionately higher for double deckers. 

Low ceiling height - The low height of the top deck and the back of the lower deck was a 
concern for some passengers and service employees. 

Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system - Passengers and staff noted there 
were issues with the HVAC system. Some of the feedback from the peer agencies showed this 
was also an issue with the older models they had in their fleet. This would be something to 
address with AD in the bus specifications, which may be resolvable. 

Parts supply chain - The peer review uncovered potential issues; however, these agencies were 
among the first that purchased the buses in the U.S. AD continues to grow their business with 
other agencies across the country. With this increased business presence, staff anticipates the 
supply chain issues will become less of a problem.  

Recommendation 

Given the strengths and challenges noted above, staff considers the strengths of the bus 
outweigh the challenges. All staff agreed the double decker bus would be an asset to the 
District, though it comes with unique operational differences. Some of these are challenges, 
which staff would have to resolve. Others are only differences, which staff would have to 
recognize and adjust standard procedures to accommodate. Nevertheless, this is only the 
beginning. Should the District proceed with purchasing this vehicle type, much more detailed 
work would need to be done to determine the type of features and design required for an AC 
Transit double decker bus, and what staff needs to modify on the service/operations side. 
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Appendix A - Enviro 500 Double Decker bus specification 
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Appendix B - Double Decker Pilot Schedule  
 

Week 1     

Monday 2/23 
Line U 
Fremont BART (depart) 7:11a  
Stanford (arrive) 8:25a  
Stanford (depart) 4:15p  
Fremont BART (arrive) 5:22p  

Saturday 2/28 
 
Line 51B 
 
3rd & University (depart) 9:05a  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 9:36a  
Rockridge BART (depart) 9:43a  
3rd & University (arrive) 10:14a  
3rd & University (depart) 10:47a  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 11:24a  
Rockridge BART (depart) 11:31a  
3rd & University (arrive) 12:09p  
3rd & University (depart) 12:39p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 1:24p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 1:31p  
3rd & University (arrive) 2:09p  
3rd & University (depart) 2:28p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 3:09p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 3:16p  
3rd & University (arrive) 3:57p 

Sunday 3/1 
 
Line 51B 
 
3rd & University (depart) 8:27a  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 8:51a  
Rockridge BART (depart) 8:58a  
3rd & University (arrive) 9:20a  
3rd & University (depart) 9:33a  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 10:05a  
Rockridge BART (depart) 10:12a  
3rd & University (arrive) 10:42a  
3rd & University (depart) 11:01a  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 11:35a  
Rockridge BART (depart) 11:42a  
3rd & University (arrive) 12:12p  
3rd & University (depart) 12:30a  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 1:05p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 1:12p  
3rd & University (arrive) 1:44p  
3rd & University (depart) 2:00p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 2:35p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 2:42p  
3rd & University (arrive) 3:14p  
3rd & University (depart) 3:30p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 4:07p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 4:14p  
3rd & University (arrive) 4:48p 

Tuesday 2/24 
Line U 
Fremont BART (depart) 6:30a  
Stanford (arrive) 7:24a  
Stanford (depart) 2:45p  
Fremont BART (arrive) 3:52p  
Stanford (depart) 4:45p  
Fremont BART (arrive) 5:52p  

Wednesday 2/25 
Line U 
Fremont BART (depart) 5:55a  
Stanford (arrive) 6:49a  
Fremont BART (depart) 8:11a  
Stanford (arrive) 9:25a  
AC Transit General Office (in 
place) 10:30a – 5p  

Thursday 2/26 
Line U 
Fremont BART (depart) 7:41a  
Stanford (arrive) 8:55a  
Stanford (depart) 3:45p  
Fremont BART (arrive) 4:52p  
Stanford (depart) 5:55p  
Fremont BART (arrive) 7:02p  

Friday 2/27 
Line FS 
Solano & Colusa (depart) 6:15a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (arrive) 
6:50a  
Solano & Colusa (depart) 8:08a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (arrive) 
8:47a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (in 
place) 11:30a -1:30p  
Transbay Temp Terminal (depart) 
5:30p  
Solano & Colusa (arrive) 6:18p  
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Week 2 

Monday 3/2 
Line L 
Princeton Plaza (depart) 6:55a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (arrive) 7:50a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (in place) 11:30a -
1:30p  
Transbay Temp Terminal (depart) 3:10p  
Princeton Plaza (arrive) 4:14p  
Transbay Temp Terminal (depart) 5:30p  
Princeton Plaza (arrive) 6:42p  

Friday 3/6 
Lines NX & NX2 
(Line NX) Seminary & MacArthur 
(depart) 6:53a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (arrive) 
7:35a  
(Line NX) Seminary & MacArthur 
(depart) 8:29a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (arrive) 
9:16a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (in 
place) 11:30a -1:30p  
(Line NX2) Transbay Temp 
Terminal (depart) 4:10p  
MacArthur & High (arrive) 4:43p  
(Line NX2) Transbay Temp 
Terminal (depart) 5:25p  
MacArthur & High (arrive) 6:04p  
 

Sunday 3/8 
Line 51B  
3rd & University 
(depart) 9:05a  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 
9:37a  
Rockridge BART (depart) 
9:43a  
3rd & University (arrive) 
10:13a  
3rd & University 
(depart) 10:31a  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 
11:05a  
Rockridge BART (depart) 
11:12a  
3rd & University (arrive) 
11:42a  
3rd & University 
(depart) 12:17p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 
12:50p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 
12:57p  
3rd & University (arrive) 
1:29p  
3rd & University 
(depart) 1:47p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 
2:20p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 
2:27p  
3rd & University (arrive) 
2:59p  
3rd & University 
(depart) 3:05p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 
3:50p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 
3:57p  
3rd & University (arrive) 
4:31p 

Tuesday 3/3 
Lines L & FS 
(Line L) Princeton Plaza (depart) 5:59a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (arrive) 6:50a  
(Line L) Princeton Plaza (depart) 7:50a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (arrive) 8:50a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (in place) 11:30a -
1:30p  
(Line FS) Transbay Temp Terminal (depart) 
5:00p  
Solano & Colusa (arrive) 5:48p  

Wednesday 3/4 
Lines NX & NX2 
(Line NX) Seminary & MacArthur (depart) 
5:53a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (arrive) 6:33a  
Line NX Seminary & MacArthur (depart) 7:29a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (arrive) 8:11a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (in place) 11:30a -
1:30p  
(Line NX2) Transbay Temp Terminal (depart) 
5:45p  
MacArthur & High (arrive) 6:24p  

Saturday 3/7 
Line 51B  
3rd & University (depart) 9:39a  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 10:10a  
Rockridge BART (depart) 10:17a  
3rd & University (arrive) 10:48a  
3rd & University (depart) 11:17a  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 11:54a  
Rockridge BART (depart) 12:01p  
3rd & University (arrive) 12:39p  
3rd & University (depart) 12:58p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 1:39p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 1:46p  
3rd & University (arrive) 2:25p  
3rd & University (depart) 2:39p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 3:24a  
Rockridge BART (depart) 3:31p  
3rd & University (arrive) 4:11p  
3rd & University (depart) 4:29p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 5:10p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 5:17p  
3rd & University (arrive) 5:58p 

Thursday 3/5 
Lines NX & NX1 
(Line NX) Seminary & MacArthur (depart) 
7:49a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (arrive) 8:36a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (in place) 11:30a -
1:30p  
(Line NX1) Transbay Temp Terminal (depart) 
4:55p  
MacArthur & Fruitvale (arrive) 5:25p  
(Line NX1) Transbay Temp Terminal (depart) 
6:15p  
MacArthur & Fruitvale (arrive) 6:45p  
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Week 3 

Monday 3/9 
Line 51B 
3rd & University (depart) 7:29a  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 7:55a  
Rockridge BART (depart) 8:02a  
3rd & University (arrive) 8:33a  
3rd & University (depart) 8:46a  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 9:18a  
Rockridge BART (depart) 9:25a  
3rd & University (arrive) 9:56a  
3rd & University (depart) 10:14a  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 10:48a  
Rockridge BART (depart) 10:55a  
3rd & University (arrive) 11:30a  
3rd & University (depart) 11:50a  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 12:24p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 12:31p  
3rd & University (arrive) 1:06p  
3rd & University (depart) 1:24p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 2:01p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 2:08p  
3rd & University (arrive) 2:43p  
3rd & University (depart) 2:55p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 3:32p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 3:39p  
3rd & University (arrive) 4:16p  
 

Wednesday 3/11 
Lines L & J 
(Line L) Princeton Plaza 6:25a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (arrive) 
7:20a  
(Line J) Sacramento & University 
8:20a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (arrive) 
8:57a  
(Line J) Transbay Temp Terminal 
(depart) 4:45p  
Sacramento & University (arrive) 
5:23p  
(Line J) Transbay Temp Terminal 
(depart) 6:05p  
Sacramento & University (arrive) 
6:46p  
 

Thursday 3/12 
Line 51B  
3rd & University (depart) 
12:13p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 
12:48p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 
12:55p  
3rd & University (arrive) 
1:30p  
3rd & University (depart) 
1:50p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 
2:25p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 
2:32p  
3rd & University (arrive) 
3:09p  
3rd & University (depart) 
3:26p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 
4:01p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 
4:07p  
3rd & University (arrive) 
4:44p  
3rd & University (depart) 
5:10p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 
5:47p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 
5:54p  
3rd & University (arrive) 
6:28p  
3rd & University (depart) 
6:48p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 
7:23p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 
7:29p  
3rd & University (arrive) 
8:03p  
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Tuesday 3/10 
Line J 
 
Sacramento & University (depart) 
7:47a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (arrive) 8:24a  
Sacramento & University (depart) 
8:53a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (arrive) 9:30a  
Transbay Temp Terminal (depart) 
5:15p  
Sacramento & University (arrive) 5:59p  
Transbay Temp Terminal (depart) 
6:45p  
Sacramento & University (arrive) 7:26p  
 

  
 

Friday 3/13 
Lines FS & L 
 
(Line FS) Solano & Colusa 
(depart) 7:42a  
Transbay Temp Terminal 
(arrive) 8:20a  
(Line L) Transbay Temp 
Terminal (depart) 5:00p  
Princeton Plaza (arrive) 
6:12p  
(Line FS) Transbay Temp 
Terminal (depart) 7:00p  
Solano Ave. & Colusa Ave. 
(arrive) 7:38p 

Saturday 3/14 
Line 51B  
 
3rd & University (depart) 10:17a  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 10:54a  
Rockridge BART (depart) 11:01a  
3rd & University (arrive) 11:39a  
3rd & University (depart) 12:03p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 12:38p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 12:46p  
3rd & University (arrive) 1:25p  
3rd & University (depart) 1:39p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 2:24a  
Rockridge BART (depart) 2:31p  
3rd & University (arrive) 3:11p  
3rd & University (depart) 3:30p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 4:11p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 4:18p  
3rd & University (arrive) 4:59p  
3rd & University (depart) 5:11p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 5:56p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 6:03p  
3rd & University (arrive) 6:42p 

Sunday 3/15 
Line 51B  
 
3rd & University (depart) 9:05a  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 9:37a  
Rockridge BART (depart) 9:43a  
3rd & University (arrive) 10:13a  
3rd & University (depart) 10:31a  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 11:05a  
Rockridge BART (depart) 11:12a  
3rd & University (arrive) 11:42a  
3rd & University (depart) 12:17p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 12:50p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 12:57p  
3rd & University (arrive) 1:29p  
3rd & University (depart) 1:47p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 2:20p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 2:27p  
3rd & University (arrive) 2:59p  
3rd & University (depart) 3:05p  
Rockridge BART (arrive) 3:50p  
Rockridge BART (depart) 3:57p  
3rd & University (arrive) 4:31p 
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Appendix C - Double Decker Passenger Survey Report 
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Appendix D - Double Decker Bus Pilot Survey Results 

METHODOLOGY: 

 

Field surveying was conducted between February and March 2015.  Surveying occurred primarily on 

several Transbay routes, the 51B route, and two separate showcase locations.  During the 3 week 

double decker pilot testing, riders of the double decker bus were asked to complete a survey to provide 

feedback on their experience.  Riders were asked to rate their satisfaction level of different features on 

the bus, including the lower and upper deck.  Additional questions asked about their previous 

experience riding a double decker bus, as well as basic demographic information to allow for analysis 

across different groups.  Approximately 2,500 surveys were returned and used for this analysis.  

Statistical tests comparing different subgroups employed standard significance thresholds (p-

value<0.05).  Key findings and results are summarized in this report.  Supplemental charts and sampling 

sizes are provided in the appendix.   

SUMMARY 

KEY FINDINGS: 

 Overall ratings of the double decker bus were very positive.  On a scale of 1-5 (1 = Poor, to 5 = 
Excellent), most ratings on features of the lower and upper deck were in the range of Very Good 
(4) to Excellent (5): 

o Lower Deck mean ratings ranged from 4.00 – 4.55 
o Lower Deck: 69-91% of responses were ‘Very Good’ or ‘Excellent’ 
o Upper Deck mean ratings ranged from 3.89 – 4.70 
o Upper Deck: 63-94% of responses were “Very Good’ or ‘Excellent’ 

 

 60% (n = 1,426) of all respondents had previously ridden a double decker bus, either as public 
transit or a tour bus within the US, Europe, Asia, or other location 
 

 87% (n = 2,040) of all respondents would like to see AC Transit use Double Decker buses.  
Excluding respondents who were ‘Unsure’ or had ‘No Opinion’ (n = 249), this figure jumps to 
97.2% 
 

 90% (n = 1,392) of respondents who rode the upper deck on this trip indicated they would 
choose to ride the upper deck again.  Excluding respondents who were ‘Unsure’ or had ‘No 
Opinion’ (n=117), this figure jumps to 97.8% 

 

 Among respondents who did not ride on the upper deck (n = 866), 37% indicated it was due to 
a short bus ride to their destination.  The next most common response was that they preferred 
to sit below or had no interest in sitting upstairs (19.7%) 
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 Best features: on the lower deck, riders rated ‘ease of entering the bus’ the highest (4.55); on 
the upper deck, riders rated the ‘view of the outside’ the highest (4.70) 
 

 Worst features: on the lower deck, riders rated ‘standing room space’ the lowest (4.00); on the 
upper deck, riders rated ‘head room’ the lowest (3.81), ‘Stair width’ (3.89) followed closely as 
the second lowest rated feature 
 

 Age was correlated with overall ratings – In general, mean ratings tended to be lower as age 
group increased.  Average rating differences by age group varied between 0.223 – 0.646 when 
rating the lower deck, and between 0.401 – 0.706 when rating the upper deck features 
 

 Respondents who actually rode the bus tended to rate their experience more highly compared 
to those who experienced the double decker at a showcase location where the bus was 
stationary.  Three items had mean differences between the two groups that exceeded .500 
(Ease of climbing/descending stairs, Stair width, and Head room – upper deck) 

 

 Respondents’ height was correlated with several rating questions including head room on the 
upper deck, comfort of seats, and ride quality – taller passengers (over 5’7”) tended to give 
lower ratings for these items.   
 

 Open-ended comments were tallied and grouped into broad categories to help identify areas 
for improvement.  Some common responses related to: positive experience overall, increased 
seating capacity, safety concerns, longer dwell time, cleanliness of seat material, and the need 
for more bike racks  

 

 

************************************* 
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RESULTS 

 Routes sampled: Riders were surveyed primarily on several Transbay routes (FS, J, L, NX, NX1, 
NX2, U), the 51B route, and two stationary locations (AC Transit General Office, and Transbay 
Terminal).  A total of 2,465 surveys were completed for this analysis 
 

 Frequency of ride: Over 73% of respondents were regular riders (at least 4 times per week), 15% 
rode AC Transit often (2 or 3 times per week), 7% occasionally, and less than 5% rarely 
 

 Age: The age groups were well represented across all categories with the largest showing from 
ages 18-24 (26.5%) and 25-34 (26%), followed by 35-44 (16%) 

 

 

 Height: Respondents were asked to provide their height to determine if it influenced their 
ratings, in particular, to questions assessing head room, seat comfort, overall layout and interior 
space, and standing room space.  Most respondents were under 5’7” tall (45.7%), 14.3% marked 
exactly 5’7”, and 40% were over 5’7” tall 
 

 Rode double decker before: Approximately 60% of all respondents had previously ridden on a 
double decker bus. Many respondents experienced riding a double decker bus as a tour bus in 
the U.S. (48.7%), Europe (34.4%), or in Asia (14.4%), as well as on public transit in the U.S. 
(26.9%), Europe (36%), and Asia (18.5%) *.  Responses were similar when comparing 
respondents with or without prior experience riding a double decker bus.  Overall, 87% of 
respondents indicated they would like to see AC Transit use double decker buses. 
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          [*Note: Multiple response item – Percent of cases exceeds 100%] 

 Did not use upper deck: Not all respondents chose to ride on the upper deck (n = 866).  The 
most common response was that they had a short bus ride to their destination (36.6%) followed 
by a preference to sit downstairs/no interest in sitting upstairs (19.7%).  When asked if they 
would choose to ride the upper deck next time, 70.7% responded Yes.  Excluding ‘Unsure/No 
Opinion’ responses, this figure jumps to 93.8%.    
 

 

 Lower Deck/Upper Deck Ratings 
o Respondents were asked to rate different features on the lower an upper deck shown in 

the corresponding charts.  Respondents provided ratings on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 = Poor, 2 
= Fair, 3 = Good, 4 = Very Good, 5 = Excellent).  Summary statistics are provided as mean 
ratings and as percentage breakdowns 
 

N Percent
Tour Bus: 
United States

704 25.7% 48.7%

Tour Bus: 
Europe

497 18.2% 34.4%

Tour Bus: Asia 208 7.6% 14.4%
Tour Bus: 
Other 90 3.3% 6.2%

Public Transit 
Bus: United 
States

389 14.2% 26.9%

Public Transit 
Bus:Europe 521 19.0% 36.0%

Public Transit 
Bus: Asia

268 9.8% 18.5%

Public Transit 
Bus:Other

58 2.1% 4.0%

 
Responses Percent of 

Cases
Rode Double Decker bus 
before
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o Lower Deck mean ratings ranged from 4.00 – 4.55 
 Among lower deck items, ‘standing room space’ had the lowest rating of 4.00, 

while the highest rated item went to ‘Ease of entering bus’ (4.55) 
 In the stacked barcharts shown below, for all items, 69% - 91% of all responses 

were ‘Very Good’ or ‘Excellent’, with 2% - 11% responding with ‘Poor’ or ‘Fair’  
 

o Upper Deck mean ratings ranged from 3.81 – 4.70 
 On the upper deck, the lowest rating was ‘head room’ (3.81) and the highest 

rating went to ‘view of the outside’ (4.70) 
 In the stacked barcharts shown below, for all items, 63% - 94% of all responses 

were ‘Very Good’ or ’Excellent’, with 1% - 16% responding with ‘Poor’ or ‘Fair’ 
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RATINGS BY SUBGROUP 

 

 This section compares Lower/Upper Deck ratings between different subgroups to examine if 

there were statistical differences in respondent ratings due to factors such as age, height, Local vs 

Transbay rider, and frequency of ride.    

Ratings by Age 

 Age was statistically correlated with how respondents rated the lower and upper deck features 
in all but two items.  In general, average ratings were higher for lower age groups and ratings 
were lower as the age group increased.  While correlations were relatively small, the largest 
negative correlation was between age and head room (upper deck).  Riders in the age group 55-
64 had a mean rating of 3.56 compared to 4.13 for age group 18-24, a mean difference of 0.570.  
Overall, older age groups still had very positive ratings generally above a 4.00 (‘Very Good’) for 
most items.        
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LOWER DECK
Under 

18
18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 over ALL Trend

Ease of entering bus 4.49 4.25 4.23 4.15 3.98 3.85 3.79 4.14

Placement of hand rails & poles 4.55 4.49 4.47 4.44 4.45 4.40 4.24 4.46

Head room 4.41 4.39 4.23 4.11 4.11 4.20 4.09 4.24

Standing room space 4.20 4.06 4.03 3.96 3.95 3.93 3.77 4.01

Layout of seats & interior space 4.49 4.36 4.19 4.09 4.16 4.19 3.94 4.22

Ease of boarding & maneuvering 

w wheelchair or other device*
4.42 4.18 4.23 4.17 4.22 4.24 4.18 4.21

View of outside* 4.54 4.39 4.30 4.36 4.32 4.40 4.28 4.36

Interior noise level 4.56 4.39 4.18 4.09 4.08 4.06 4.03 4.22

Comfort of seats 4.72 4.56 4.33 4.17 4.07 4.20 4.26 4.35

Ride quality 4.68 4.52 4.42 4.39 4.25 4.36 4.34 4.43

Ventiliation/Temperature 4.65 4.52 4.34 4.31 4.15 4.30 4.24 4.38

Feeling of personal safety 4.72 4.57 4.38 4.36 4.16 4.31 4.22 4.41

*Items not statistically correlated with age group

UPPER DECK
Under 

18
18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 over ALL Trend

Ease of climbing/descending stairs 4.49 4.25 4.23 4.15 3.98 3.85 3.79 4.14

Stair width 4.10 4.00 4.01 3.90 3.72 3.64 3.60 3.90

Placement of hand rails & poles 4.62 4.36 4.27 4.19 4.16 4.02 4.04 4.24

Head room 4.07 4.13 3.81 3.63 3.64 3.56 3.80 3.82

Layout of seats & interior space 4.66 4.46 4.38 4.26 4.17 4.20 4.18 4.33

View of outside 4.90 4.78 4.71 4.70 4.70 4.60 4.42 4.71

Interior noise level 4.68 4.54 4.48 4.38 4.29 4.28 4.20 4.43

Comfort of seats 4.74 4.68 4.48 4.25 4.23 4.26 4.22 4.43

Ride quality 4.71 4.62 4.51 4.45 4.31 4.41 4.32 4.49

Ventilation/Temperature 4.77 4.49 4.37 4.26 4.17 4.16 4.19 4.34

Feeling of personal safety 4.74 4.59 4.49 4.38 4.26 4.16 4.37 4.43

All items statistically correlated with age group
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Ratings by Height 

 Ratings by height were examined, in particular, due to the height limit of the upper deck with a 
clearance of 5’7”.  For the majority of questions, height did not have an effect on respondents’ 
ratings.  However, a significant correlation was identified for the following rating items: 

 

o Head room (Lower Deck) 
o Head room (Upper Deck) 
o Overall layout of seats & interior space (Upper Deck) 
o Comfort of seats (Upper Deck) 
o Ride quality (Upper Deck) 

 

Among these five items, the strongest correlation was between the rider’s height and their 
rating for head room on the upper deck (R= -.253**, p <.01).  That is, taller riders tended to give 
a lower rating when evaluating the head room on the upper deck.  With a clearance level of 5’7” 
on the upper deck, riders above this height would not be able to stand up straight when moving 
to/from their seats on the upper deck.  Mean ratings by height are shown in the table below.   

 

Ratings by [Transbay vs. 51B] 

 Ratings were compared between riders who rode the double decker bus on a Transbay route 
versus on the Local 51B route.  The follow table highlights all rating items which yielded a 
statistical difference in the average ratings.  Overall, riders on the 51B rated these features 
higher compared to riders on the Transbay routes.  The mean difference in their ratings ranged 
from 0.09 to 0.48.  The average weighted difference is 0.25 for these items.  Possible reasons for 
such group differences may reflect different demographic characteristics of the local versus the 
Transbay rider profile, or specific route characteristics (e.g, crowding on 51B that is alleviated by 
the extra capacity of the double decker).   

 

Under 5'7" 5'7" Over 5'7" Trend

Head room (Upper Deck) 4.13 3.86 3.47

Transbay 51B Mean Diff

LOWER DECK

Head room 4.19 4.33 0.14

Layout of seats and interior space 4.10 4.35 0.25

Interior noise level 4.07 4.36 0.29

Comfort of seats 4.09 4.57 0.48

Ride quality 4.29 4.55 0.26

Ventiliation/temperature 4.24 4.50 0.26

Feeling of pesonal safety 4.28 4.54 0.26

UPPER DECK

Placement of hand rails & poles 4.23 4.32 0.09

Head room 3.74 4.06 0.32

Layout of seats and interior space 4.28 4.46 0.18

Interior noise level 4.38 4.53 0.15

Comfort of seats 4.27 4.68 0.41

Ride quality 4.40 4.62 0.22

Ventiliation/temperature 4.25 4.49 0.24

Feeling of pesonal safety 4.37 4.56 0.19
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Ratings by [Riding vs. Stationary] 

Ratings were compared between riders who actually rode the double decker bus versus those who 

viewed the bus at one of two designated showcase locations.  For several items, a statistical difference 

was identified in the ratings between the two groups.  In general, actual riders tended to rate a more 

positive experience compared to the stationary respondents.  In most cases the mean differences were 

less than 0.500 except for the following three questions: 

 

Respondents at the stationary locations may have a more critical perspective when rating the double 

decker bus features since the bus is not in motion and they have ample time to thoroughly examine all 

the different features of the bus.   

Ratings by [Frequency of ride] 

 Ratings were compared between regular AC Transit riders and those who rode less frequently.  
Several items produced a small but significant correlation between a respondent’s frequency of 
ride and how they rated the double decker bus features including: 

o Ease of entering bus, standing room space, ease of climbing/descending stairs, stair 
width, placement of hand rails & poles, head room (upper deck), view of outside, 
interior noise level 

 Of these correlated items, actual mean differences were mostly small (0.15 to 0.30); only head 
room (upper deck) had a larger mean difference of 0.47 between the lowest and highest ratings 
by group.  Regular riders rated head room 3.86 compared to respondents who rarely rode AC 
Transit (3.39).      

 

  

Riding Stationary Mean Diff

Ease of climbing/descending stairs 4.16 3.56 0.60

Stair width 3.92 3.30 0.62

Head room (upper deck) 3.87 2.80 1.07
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OTHER COMMENTS 

Respondents also provided feedback in the form of open-ended comments.  More than 1000+ comments were 

received.  Comments had a wide range of topics and were grouped into the following categories.  The majority 

of responses were brief and indicated a positive experience.  Other comments were more specific and provide 

suggestions for areas of improvement.    

POSITIVES: 

 Positive experience (eg. 
Comfortable/smooth ride) (403) 

 Increased seating/capacity (peak 
times, busy routes) (158)  

 Reduce overcrowding – 
Transbay/long distance (45) 

 Recommended on specific routes 
(32) 

 Enjoyed view (upper deck) (23) 
 

Most comments provided were 

positive in general, with specifics citing 

the double decker bus would alleviate 

seating/capacity 

constraints/overcrowding, in particular during peak times and on busy routes.  Many riders 

recommended using double deckers on Transbay/long distance routes as opposed to local routes.   

NEGATIVES: 

 

 Frequency/dwell time/slow (67) 

 Need more bike racks (42) 

 Negative experience (eg., did not like the bus) (36) 

 Cleanliness/Cloth seats unhygienic (31) 

 Stop buttons (e.g, inadequate/insufficient locations) (18)  

 Upper deck height too low (18)  

 Narrow seats/tight leg room (17) 

 Stair width (e.g, too narrow) (12) 

 Accessibility (e.g, wheelchair access limited) (10) 
 

Negative comments were more specific to the above categories.  In particular, some riders felt the 

boarding/alighting process took too long due to the extra passengers getting on and additional 

passengers getting off from the upper deck.  A recurring comment was the need to add more bike 

racks.  Some riders felt the cloth seats were unhygienic and decreased cleanliness.  On the upper 

deck, riders felt the height was too low for taller riders, and the numbers of stop buttons were 

inadequate or not easily accessible.   
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OTHER: 

 Safety concerns (including crime/vandalism upper deck) (39)  

 Improve On Time Performance (31) 

 Lack of WiFi (29)  

 Temperature controls (A/C or heat not regulated properly) (28) 

 Double Decker hitting trees (17) 

 Concern over cost/changes to fares (12) 

 Charging outlets (e.g, add more outlets) (9) 
 

Other comments cited related to general safety concerns, in particular on the upper deck where 

crime/vandalism is not visible from the driver/lower deck.  A few related comments noted there was 

no way for the driver to monitor what was happening on the upper deck, or how riders could tell the 

seat availability on the upper deck when boarding.  While not directly related to their experience on 

this trip, some riders commented about a lack of on-time performance (OTP) in general and that a 

double decker may impact OTP further due to longer dwell times.  A broader concern was related to 

the cost effectiveness of implementing double deckers and whether fares changes would occur if 

these buses were purchased.   

 

APPENDIX 

 

 Table 1: Sampling distribution of riders by route/location 

 Table 2: Sampling distribution of riders by time 

 Table 3: Frequency of riders 

 Table 4: Age 

 Table 5: Height 

 Table 6: Ratings by Height (correlations)  

 Table 7: Lower Deck ratings (N, Mean, SD) 

o Heatmap of percentages (Lower Deck) 

 Table 8: Upper Deck ratings (N, Mean, SD) 

o Heatmap of percentages (Upper Deck) 
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Table 1: Sampling distribution of riders by route/location 

 

 

Table 2: Sampling distribution of riders by time 

 

Table 3: Frequency of riders 

 

Frequency Percent
Valid 

Percent
Cumulative 

Percent
FS 222 8.9 8.9 8.9

J 340 13.6 13.6 22.5

L 156 6.2 6.2 28.7

NX 1 .0 .0 28.8

NX1 194 7.7 7.8 36.5

NX2 90 3.6 3.6 40.1

U 261 10.4 10.4 50.6

51B 1136 45.4 45.4 96.0

Transbay 
Terminal 
Showcase

23 .9 .9 96.9

Outside GO 77 3.1 3.1 100.0

Total 2500 99.8 100.0

Bus Line

 

Valid

Frequency Percent
Valid 

Percent
Cumulative 

Percent

6 am - 9am 711 28.4 30.8 30.8

9 am - 3 pm 708 28.3 30.6 61.4

3 pm - 6 pm 692 27.6 30.0 91.4

6 pm- 6 am 199 7.9 8.6 100.0

Total 2310 92.3 100.0

Missing System 194 7.7

2504 100.0

At about what time did you board the bus?

Time

Valid

Total

Frequency Percent
Valid 

Percent
Cumulative 

Percent

Regularly (at 
least 4 days 
per week)

1808 72.2 73.3 73.3

Often (2 or 3 
days per 
week)

368 14.7 14.9 88.3

Occasionally 
(a few days 
per month)

175 7.0 7.1 95.4

Rarely 114 4.6 4.6 100.0
Total 2465 98.4 100.0

Valid

How often do you ride AC Transit?

Q4
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Table 4: Age 

 

Table 5: Height 

 

Table 6: Ratings by Height (Correlations) 

 

Table 7: Lower Deck Ratings 

 

Frequency Percent
Valid 

Percent
Cumulative 

Percent
Under 18 83 3.3 3.5 3.5

18-24 632 25.2 26.5 30.0

25-34 621 24.8 26.0 56.0

35-44 379 15.1 15.9 71.9

45-54 297 11.9 12.5 84.4
55-64 250 10.0 10.5 94.8

65 over 123 4.9 5.2 100.0

Total 2385 95.2 100.0

Valid

In which age group are you?

Q11

Frequency Percent
Valid 

Percent
Cumulative 

Percent

Under 5'7" 1038 41.5 45.7 45.7

5'7" 325 13.0 14.3 60.0

5'8"- 6' 600 24.0 26.4 86.5

Over 6 307 12.3 13.5 100.0

Total 2270 90.7 100.0

How tall are you?

Q10

Valid

Lower Deck

Head room
Head 
room

Overall layout of seats 
& interior space

Comfort of 
seats

Ride 
quality

Pearson Correlation -.063* -.253** -.063* -.054* -.068*

Sig. (2-tailed) .010 .000 .016 .039 .012

N 1652 1486 1478 1481 1367

*Signficant correlation at p<.05

Bivariate Correlations
How tall are you?

Upper Deck

Q6 Lower Deck N Mean Std. Deviation
Ease of entering bus

1934 4.55 .725

Placement of hand rails & poles
1808 4.46 .760

Head room 1818 4.23 1.009

Standing room space 1708 4.00 1.075
Overall layout of seats & interior space

1725 4.21 .970

Ease of boarding & maneuvering w a 
wheelchair or other device

1094 4.21 1.003

View of the outside 1692 4.35 .888
Interior noise level 1617 4.22 .918
Comfort of seats 1677 4.34 .932
Ride quality 1548 4.43 .783
Ventilation and/or temperature 1622 4.37 .849
Feeling of personal safety 1635 4.41 .818
Valid N (listwise) 956
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Lower Deck Ratings (Heatmap of percentages) 

 

 

Table 8: Upper Deck Ratings 

 

 

Q8 Upper Deck N Mean Std. Deviation
Ease of climbing & descending 
stairs

1587 4.13 .945

Stair width
1582 3.89 1.038

Placement of hand rails & poles
1559 4.24 .848

Head room 1567 3.81 1.211
Overall layout of seats & interior 
space

1558 4.33 .867

View of the outside
1569 4.70 .639

Interior noise level 1508 4.43 .806
Comfort of seats 1562 4.43 .847
Ride quality 1444 4.49 .743
Ventilation and/or temperature 1518 4.34 .886
Feeling of personal safety 1530 4.43 .798
Valid N (listwise) 1348
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Upper Deck Ratings (Heatmap of percentages) 
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Bk.Feeling personal safety 4.43 (0.80) 0.78% 1.44% 10.52% 28.24% 

Bj.Ventilation/Temp 4.34 (0.89) 1.05% 3.23% 11.99% 28.06% 

Bi.Ride quality 4 49 (0.74) 0.28% 1.59% 8.66% 27.98% 

Bh.Comfort of seats 4.43 (0.85) 0.96% 2.94% 9.03% 26.44% 

Bg.lnterior noise level 4.43 (0.81) 0.60% 2.06% 10.48% 27.32% 

75 

Bf.View of outside 4 70 (064) 0.38% 0.96% 4.78% 15.81% 
50 

Be.Layout of seats & interior space 4.33 (0.87) 0.96% 2.57% 13.03% 29.20% 
25 

0 

Bd.Head room 3.81 (1.21) 4.85% 11.61% 20.74% 23.48% 39.31% 

Bc.Piacement of hand rails & poles 4.24 (0.85) 0.26% 2.69% 17.1 3% 32.33% 47.5K 

Bb.Stair width 3.89 (1.04) 1.71% 8.66% 23.64% 30.85% 35.1 5% 

Ba.Ease of climbing/descending stairs 4.13 (0.95) 1.01% 5.36% 16.89% 33.14% 43.60% 

Mean (SO) Poor Fair Good Very Good Excellent 
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Appendix D -  Maintenance Staff Survey 
 

Anonymous Maintenance Feedback from D4 and D2 

Division Have you 
ever 
ridden a 
double 
decker 
before 

Would you 
like to see AC 
Transit use 
double 
deckers 

Why Any other input? 

D2 Yes No Too dangerous Just use it for Transbay 

D2 No No No where to work on the bus upper deck too short 

D2 No No No benefit for people who work - more sightseeing bus  

D2 No Yes They are cool  

D2 No No The height, concern about changing the front upper 
window 

concern for liability and security 
issues 

D2 No Yes  Just use it for Transbay 

D2 Yes Yes  concern over parts costs 

D2 No No Unsafe, difficult to clean, security and safety on upper 
deck 

Spend money on more practical 
applications 

D2 No Yes  Wants to take family across bay 
bridge on it. 

D2 No No very low height Not good for stop and go service 

D2 Yes No Dangerous for driver to monitor the upper deck  

D4 No No The bus is going to be very time consuing to clean. The 
ceiling is only 5'11 

If a tall person is cleaning the bus 
they have to bend over to clean it 

D4 No No   

D4 No Yes   

D4 No Yes Bring in tourist  
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Division Have you 
ever 
ridden a 
double 
decker 
before 

Would you 
like to see AC 
Transit use 
double 
deckers 

Why Any other input? 

     

D4 No Yes   

D4 No No On the Bridge there could be a problem in the event of 
high wind area. Looks hard to clean 

Can't be serviced in the shop or 
washed in our wash rack. 

D4 No No Safety, nbot street ready, public not ready to have 
something that nice. Adds to already street damage. 

Just give it back and try again 

D4 Yes No Top floor not high enough, neck, back, injuries, 
especially while cleaning 

 

D4 Yes No Waste of time and money need man power to clean Waste of money and time need 
man power 

D4 No No This bus is a piece of s**t and waste of money  

D4 No Yes   

D4 No Yes   

D4 Yes No Don't fit in fleet - are prone to accidents - visibility- 
traffic 

 

D4 No No Buy American. Keep America strong  

D4 No No Top too low, no control of what is going on up top  

D4 No No Too low inside of bus Don't need the bus 

D4 Yes Yes  Extra skilled coach operators, 
maybe some with double decker 
experience. Look forward to seeing 
this coach in our fleet. 
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Division Have you 
ever 
ridden a 
double 
decker 
before 

Would you like 
to see AC 
Transit use 
double deckers 

Why Any other input? 

D4 No No As a mechanic, to do the proper maintenacne on these 
coaches the facility ceilings do not have the correct 
height to support the coach when raised. 

 

D4 Yes No Ceiling to short stay away from DD bus. We don't 
need them 

D4 Yes No No headroom on 2nd deck. I'm 6'0. You open yourself 
to liability with the stairwell and trip and falls incidents. 
Also most buses pull double duty between school trips 
and transbay. The upstairs will be destroyed by 
children in doing so! 

DD Buses are a noble idea, but the 
training that will be needed for the 
drivers to learn to operate a a 
coach with an added height could 
possibly be used in training them to 
use artics in the city more often. 

D4 No Yes   

D4 No  Can't answer never seen or been on one, don't know 
enough about them to make a decision 

 

D4 Yes No Because they would be graffitied or vandalized in this 
city 

Yes, put the money to better use 
the cost for windows and repairs 
would be to costly 

D4 Yes Maybe I don't believe these would be a good fit for inner city 
use, possibly commuter use 

Buy real american buses not knock 
down kits 
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High Capacity Commuter Bus- Peer Review 

Regional Transportation Sound Transit, WA Community Transit, WA British Columbia Transit, Canada 
Commission, Las Vegas, NV 

• 40' AD Enviro 500 double • 60' commuter New Flyer Xcelsior • 42' Alexander Dennis Enviro 500 • Older 2000 models which are 14'2"-
decker 2005/2009 models • 20 out of 57 seats recline double decker- 14' high 14' high 

• First procured 30 in 2005 • All seats have individual lights, apart • 23 in the fleet with 22 on order of • 69 double deckers/ 8 different models 
and added 100 in 2009 from back row the low height model. 17 are • Started double deckers in 2000 with 10 

• Original model from 2005 • Parcel racks only at front for cost and replacements so they are buses to ease capacity problems on 
is 42' long with two weight- originally also along the back expanding the fleet by 5. commuter buses running over an hour 
staircases; one staircase is trailer, but no one uses them • Started as a demonstration bus long 
for boarding and the other • No individual air vents but full HVAC 2008/2009 
for alighting • Aluminum rims are more expensive • Leased bus for 2.5 years while AD 

Fleet type of • Dual staircase model holds than the base steel price got together the American 
interest 74 seats as opposed to 77 • Only 2 doors, unlike AC Transit 3 production 

on the 40' single staircase • Seats are custom fabric showing the • Bought the first Buy America 
model. geography of the area- nanotech and compliant AD bus built in Riverside 

duro bloc for hygiene ElDorado plant 

• Despite taller bus than AC Transit 
demo, the top deck is still 5'7", it's 
the lower deck that has more 
room at the back 

• The top deck holds 49 seats- the 
geometry is roomy- and the 
bottom holds 28 = 77 total seats 

• 409 in total so double • 280 buses- owned by Sound Transit, • They contract all operations to • 1,100 total buses - 288 in Victoria (69 
deckers comprise over a operated by King County and Pierce First Transit double decker) 

Total Fleet quarter of their fleet. Transit • Two divisions- 65 buses in one, • Buses amortized over 20 years because 

• 45 are in service on strip • They are due to receive 5 double 85 at the other- 150 buses total of the provincial government funding 
with the rest on general deckers to replace 60' fleet but they structure. The cost of a mid-life vs new 
routes will face infrastructure costs to bus- seemed cheaper at the time, but 

retrofit wash rack and bays they would recommend a shorter life 
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Total Fleet 
continued 

Procurement 

Routes/ 
Planning 

Regional Transportation 
Commission, las Vegas, NV 

• last batch bought in 2009. 

• Next procurement in 2019 

• They know they will 
replace some double 

deckers with artics to 
provide more fleet 
flexibility 

• Planning determined the 
specific routes by analyzing 
height restrictions 

• Early communication 
challenges lead to hitting a 
couple of bridges. 

• Majority of buses are 
placed on non-strip 
general local routes and 
they have had problems 
with maintenance of tree 
trimming etc. This has 
influenced them to replace 
some double deckers with 

High Capacity Commuter Bus - Peer Review 

Sound Transit, WA Community Transit, WA British Columbia Transit, Canada 

• King County have 7 of their buses • It was an adjustment with passengers 

• They have 8 hybrid 60', 4 diesel- and the double decker replaced the 

total fleet 45% hybrid because they double bus runs so saved money 

have to run on battery through the overall 

downtown Seattle tunnels. • No artics in their fleet because of yard 
infrastructure constraints and 
supposedly short blocks in the City 

• 60' artics originally piggybacked off a • With the original RFP issued one • Different funding model in Canada. The 

Community Transit RFP other small manufacturer Province provides funding and there 

• King County and Community Transit responded, but they were too are no "Buy America" restrictions. 

are ready to procure and Sound will be small and inexperienced in transit • Current buses amortized over 20 years 

named in the next RFP because the Province was trying to 
save costs. They have learnt lessons 
from this and would not do it again. 

• Mainly park and ride to park and ride • Primarily node based around Park • The double deckers are put on local 
but a mix of local and freeway streets and Rides typically fewer than 7 and commuter routes equally, although 

and stops stops on a route the local service is focused on the 

• There have many freeway stops built • They own a lot of the Park and University, so has similar commute 

in to the routes where the bus Ride real estate comprising 22 lots patterns 

deviates off, like the SF toll plaza stop. with 7,355 parking spaces • More dwell time associated with 

• Equipment assignment is never really • SDOT most concerned about dwell getting off the bus than boarding 

an issue. Only equipment constraint is time in Downtown Seattle • Routes allow standees on the highway 
the requirement of hybrids through 0 7 Dwell time report because there aren't many long routes 

the tunnels comparing 40', 60' and • Power lines are most problematic for 

• Predecessor bus was the high-floor double decker in 2008. them 
Phantom with same commuter Results showed marginal • They use the buses on school trips and 
comforts increase in dwell time per get a bit of vandalism at the back of the 

• Pierce Transit also swapped MCis for passenger upper deck on occasion 

2 
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Routes/ 
Planning 

continued 

Maintenance 

Regional Transportation 
Commission, Las Vegas, NV 

artics on the next 
procurement round 

• The dual staircase model 
reduces dwell time on 
heavy routes as one is used 
for going up and the other 
for going down. 

• Bay doors had to be 
retrofitted to increase 
height 

• Bays- half of the bays 
retrofitted 

• Bus wash and fuel islands 
could already 
accommodate the height 

• AD were great, reliable bus 
orders 

• Takes time to get body 
parts from the UK 

• Contracted out 

High Capacity Commuter Bus - Peer Review 

Sound Transit, WA Community Transit, WA British Columbia Transit, Canada 

artics • No time added to the schedules- • They raised a railway bridge to 

they run the double deckers on accommodate the bus! 

the same line as artics • They stressed the need to project 

• Drivers scan cameras before they manage the implementation to 

move off- adds a few seconds but coordinate with the 

no time to the schedule utilities/municipalities asses the routes 

• They test routes with a pole and put in the design guides 

attached to a vehicle! • Concrete bus pads more important 

• They test pre-determined detour because ofthe increased weight 

routes with the pole twice a year 
to take into account the tree 
growth and their OCC has a book 

of the approved routes 

• There's no need for them to close 
off the upper deck, but it could 
probably be done with AD 

• Nothing additional once the luggage • Initially there was confusion over • There is a special tool to open the top 

racks and lights are installed British vs American parts and windows in emergencies. Their fire 

• Cost per mile is higher than a double numbers in the manuals, but that departments train for this. 

decker because the joint is costly to is resolved • Their buildings, bus wash etc. were 

maintain. Their hybrid artics are even • Parts are bought on demand - always high enough to accommodate 

more expensive to maintain. they have 6 turns a year on hand the double deckers 

• Double deckers have better fuel • Windshields are one piece of glass • The upper windshield doesn't need 

economy than artics so they are expensive to replace, much replacement 
but they don't crack at any greater • The maintenance support was not good 
rate than the other buses -twice initially 
a week to once a month? They still • It's been a challenge for them to get 
believe it to be lower maintenance parts north ofthe border 
than the artie joint. $800-$960 

3 
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Maintenance 
continued 

Regional Transportation 
Commission, Las Vegas, NV 

maintenance 

• HVAC is one of the best in 
their fleet 

High Capacity Commuter Bus - Peer Review 

Sound Transit, WA Community Transit, WA British Columbia Transit, Canada 

each and takes 2 people 2hrs. 

• There is a windshield tool to 
replace the top windshield- only 
one to maintain 23, but it's an 
additional capital outlay. The top 
windshield costs $500 to replace 
and maybe happens 3 times a 
year. 

• They mount their antennae on the 
top of the bus and they find that 
gets broken occasionally. 

• The gluing for the windows they 
sub-contract to a company for on-
property work. 

• They have no need to access the 
roof- they can mount the 
antennae from the sides 

• The exhaust is at the bottom of 
the bus and this can cause the 
asphalt to melt- concrete pads 
more important 

• The HVAC is problematic- it tends 
to fight with each other as the top 
deck is hotter than the lower deck 
because of the door opening and 
the height. Their model creates a 
wind tunnel on the top deck 

• The support structure was not 
very mature for them in the 
beginning, but the company tried 
to work with them on any issues. 

4 
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Maintenance 
continued 

Regional Transportation 
Commission, Las Vegas, NV 

High Capacity Commuter Bus - Peer Review 

Sound Transit, WA Community Transit, WA British Columbia Transit, Canada 

They just didn't have a good base 
for them compared to the New 
Flyer support documentation 

• I an Brightmore was on-site for 
two years and their mechanics still 
call him directly for any issues 

• They found the supply chain for 
replacement parts is relatively 
immature and sometimes they 
have to call the UK 

0 E.g. wave shift and unique 
drive axel 

• However, AD are expanding with 
Ottowa and Toronto and Vegas 
has 140 now so their support 
chain will undoubtedly follow 

• They have lifts they use for all 
buses- 4 available and 4 pits all 
available for DD use 

• The lifts have a safety bar up top 
which sounds an alarm when 
touched by the bus to tell you 
you've gone too high (they learnt 
from experience) 

• Bus wash had to be retrofitted but 
the fuel island was fine 

• The steam bay is new with a pit, 
which was remodeled 

5 
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Bikes 

Operations/ 
Training 

Regional Transportation 
Commission, Las Vegas, NV 

• Sportworks 2 position AD 
installed 

• Work with County and 
Cities to issue a work order 
onto Public Works for tree 
trimming 

High Capacity Commuter Bus- Peer Review 

Sound Transit, WA Community Transit, WA 

' 

• They never used the undercarriage • The new double deckers will have 
Phantom(?) for bike storage the Sportsworks Apex 3 racks 

• 3-position bike racks on whole fleet installed 

• New Flyer refuse to install them so the 
install on site MCis 

• Gillig won't install them either 
because of California law 

• The restrictive law is the width the 
rack protrudes from the front, not the 
side- should be 36" and the 
Sportswork racks are 39" 

• Nothing additional for the commute • All service is contracted out to 
60' First Transit 

• One feature they added was the • The bus works great in snow, 
orange seatbelt (See photo) - it allows which is when they have to 
supervisors to check easily that the ground their artics- this won't be 
drivers are wearing them an issue for us ... 

• They have a custom made tow bar 

• The tail swing is different - they 
train to focus on this 

• Tree growth does lead to 
occasional damage on the top 
right window 

• Drivers report any tree issues 

• They issue a reminder to the Cities 
about tree-trimming on their 
routes- they serve 31 
jurisdictions! 

6 

British Columbia Transit, Canada 

• All double deckers have two position 
racks 

• They had to change the position of the 
headlights to accommodate the 2-
position racks- see photos 

• No capacity issues 

• They have a route book which shows 
which routes they can use 

• They train against going too tight into 
the curb because of the tail swing 

• Manual-

httQ:LLhub.bctransit.comLsstLQdfLTR-
013 Alexander 2279 Enviro 500 0Qe 
rators Handbook.Qdf 

• The air brake test is different from the 
other buses- you can' t dump all the air 

• Transit supervisors schedu le tree 
checks at least twice a year; after 
spring and summer growth, and after 
major storms 

0 Supervisor 
ManualhttQ:LLhub.bctransit.co 
mLsstLQdfLTS-manual-jul2014-
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Operations/ 
Training 

continues 

Marketing 

Regional Transportation 
Commission, Las Vegas, NV 

• They branded the strip bus 
the "Deuce". 

High Capacity Commuter Bus - Peer Review 

Sound Transit, WA Community Transit, WA 

• If there are obstacles on the 
sidewalk they train the operators 
on specific locations; they don't 
approach the jurisdictions 

• The drivers tend to love the bus as 
it has great acceleration and they 
drive better than the artics 

• One difference is the Maxi brake-
not bad, just different to the other 
buses 

• The union doesn't have any issues 
with the bus- it's just another bus 
in the fleet 

• The driver cab has no door 
because the drivers didn't like it 

• Nothing specia l done • They had a grand opening event 
with elected 

• Double Tall toy giveaway 

• Branding the "Doub le Tall"-
created a coffee cup for the VIP 

• They got testimonials from the 
early riders and posted them 

• They display their "Double Tall" 

7 

British Columbia Transit, Canada 

v8 02-web.pdf 
Pg 62 This shows how to clear a 
route for a double decker 

• Reflection on the glass at night can be 
distracting 

• They have agreements with the 
municipalities to trim the trees 3-4 
times a year 

• They had one instance of hitting a large 
tree with a stop move 

• There is strict protocol for detours-
they have to call into OCC for specific 
routing even if a police puts them on a 
detour 

• Ramp deployment is more tricky as the 
floor sits a little lower and so the ramp 
can have difficulties if not pulled into 
the curb 

• "They sell themselves" 

• They had a marketing strategy to 
educate how to hold on 

• (I'm getting their marketing contact to 
follow up) 
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Marketing 
continued 

Legal 
/Safety 

Regional Transportation 
Commission, las Vegas, NV 

• No large issues with 
litigation. Their losses 
(large and small) happen 
on all coaches. There isn' t 
any greater percentage of 
losses attributable to a 
specific coach type 

• .The trips and falls 
(Boarding and Alighting) 
happen equally on all bus 
types. Because all buses 
have at least a couple of 
steps, the number of 
incidents of falling on 
steps/stairs is also pretty 
equally spread throughout 

High Capacity Commuter Bus- Peer Review 

Sound Transit, WA Community Transit, WA British Columbia Transit, Canada 

branding on the back of the bus 

• Advertisers love them as it's a 
moving billboard so it's their 
biggest revenue generator 

• People clamor to get on them and 
are always asking to put them on 
new line 

• There is a fact sheet reminding 
people about the stairwell and 
headroom 

• Webpage: 
httQ:l[commtrans.org[Projects[D 

oubleTalll 

• King County had a hard braking • They train, train and train drivers • Trips and falls are increasing in general 
incident, which lead to someone to not move off when there is -it's becoming a more litigious society. 

sliding forward from the forward someone in the stairwell Each pay out about CA $5-lOK 

facing seats and someone becoming • They train to see their monitors • Took older people longer to learn to 
quadriplegic. They now require while doing their scan of the road use the hand holds 
barriers between the flip up seats and - this checks for safety and • They had to educate their insurance 
forward facing main rows. See photos security on the top deck company to show the types of trips and 

• Moving off while someone is in falls and they settle to the worst 
the stairwell is considered one of outcome. 
their "7 deadly sins" which can • There is no policy about not moving off 
have them fired for knowingly before everyone is seated 
doing an unsafe act • A 1999 case ruled in the agency's favor . 

• Security isn't really an issue for When a passenger passes the first 
them as they are used for available seat, the onus is on them to 
commuter routes only, but they sit down safely 

8 
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Legal/ 
Safety 

continued 

Regional Transportation 
Commission, Las Vegas, NV 

the entire fleet. 

• There is no way to ensure 
that passengers are seated 
while bus is in 
motion. Drivers are 
encouraged to announce 
their intention to be in 
motion (the Automated 
Vehicle Annunciator (AVA) 
also announces this 
reminder). Biggest 
problem is people shifting 
while in motion and/or 
people readying for 
alighting, navigating the 
stairs while the bus is 
nearing a stop. 

High Capacity Commuter Bus- Peer Review 

Sound Transit, WA Community Transit, WA British Columbia Transit, Canada 

do have film on the windows to • Drivers still use their due diligence 
prevent etching damage about standing 

• Apollo video records the footage • Hard brakes are less common because 
and they keep it for 3-5 days of the bus mechanics, so there are 

• No major claims have been made fewer trips 
but there have been minor falls- • Vandalism on the top deck happens a 
no different to the other buses bit at the very back- they use them on 

• Cameras are clear school trips 

• The operator is trained to include • The older buses had more of a spiral 
a visual scan of the cameras as staircase and there were fewer injuries 
well as the mirrors before when the model changed to the new 
departing. The coach operators straighter version 

are trained not to move the coach • There are no cameras on the bus-
when passengers are in motion Canadian privacy laws are very strict 
and this includes the stairway. 
Every once in a while someone 
will try to sit on the stairs but the 
operators use the PA to ask them 
to vacate the stairwell. 

9 
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High Capacity Commuter Bus - Peer Review DRAFT 

Sound Transit- 60' Commuter New Flyer Photos 

Custom upholstery seating layout back view 

Wheelchair securement custom pedal mechanism Orange seatbelt 

10 

Back seating 

High seats on joint 

Parcel rack and lights 

Joint to the front 
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High Capacity Commuter Bus- Peer Review DRAFT 

Sound Transit- 60' Commuter New Flyer Photos Contd ... 

Bike rack extended Front bike rack Back seating step 

11 
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High Capacity Commuter Bus - Peer Review DRAFT 

Community Transit- Double Decker Enviro 500 14' 

Lynwood Transit Center In service lower deck 

Window shield crane Window shield crane Lifts Lift Bus Wash 

12 
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High Capacity Commuter Bus - Peer Review DRAFT 

Community Transit- Double Decker Enviro 500 14' Contd ... 

Open top seat Stairs looking down Signage 

Lower deck Stair signage Stair Signage 

Stairs looking up 

Double Tall artwork 

13 

Mug schwag 

Driver cab (no door) 

Toy double decker 
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High Capacity Commuter Bus - Peer Review DRAFT 

Community Transit contd ... 

Fuel island Safety bar Steam wash Maintenance ladder 

14 
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High Capacity Commuter Bus - Peer Review DRAFT 

BC Transit- Double Decker Photos 

On lifts Brake bay? 

Back seats raised Stair signage 

Lift bay 

Wheelchair securement 
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Ramp lift Lower deck 

Stairs Signage 
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High Capacity Commuter Bus - Peer Review DRAFT 

BC Transit- Double Decker Photos 

Headlights before Headlights After Top deck- no monitor/sign 
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